The dynamics of a magnetic domain wall (DW) in a wire is studied. The DW is modeled as a Brownian particle subjected to thermal fluctuations and is characterized by the mass, position and velocity. Its motion is damped by friction, pinned by the irregularities in the material and driven by a constant force due to the external magnetic field. We have obtained the corresponding Langevin equation that contains a white-noise force. The use of an effective method taken from the statistical physics allowed us to convert this stochastic equation into an ordinary differential equation. From its solution the mean square displacement of the DW with other relevant time correlation functions and their spectral densities have been found. The electric current induced by the moving DW is also calculated.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic domain walls (DW) are topological objects that appear in magnets as localized changes in the magnetization. They attract a great interest due to the variety of interesting properties and also because of important applications, for example in high-density memory storages [1] . DWs can be manipulated by electric and magnetic fields. Recently [2] , using an alternating electric current, a resonance motion of the DW has been induced in a ferromagnetic nanowire. Considering the DW as a particle-like excitation [3] , its motion was described as small oscillations of a harmonic oscillator under an external force. Detecting the resonance, the mass of such a "particle" (6.6 × 10 −23 kg) has been determined. Due to the law mass of the DW, one could expect that thermal fluctuations play an important role in the DW motion. Such fluctuations were however not accounted for in the work [2] . This is the main aim of the present work. Although the DWs are complex objects that are difficult to treat theoretically, for small chiralities it is possible to describe rigid DWs by linear equations for its position and chirality [4] . In the present contribution we use the model for the rigid DW as a particle and study its motion in a wire. The particle is subject to thermal fluctuations and dissipates the energy due to the friction. In addition, it is driven by a constant force arising from the external magnetic field. We thus have a deterministic motion superimposed by the chaotic one, as it is in the case of a real Brownian particle (BP). With this representation, we can apply a number of results and methods developed within the statistical mechanics [5] . We take advantage of this and use an effective but little known method that allows us converting the stochastic Langevin equation, derived for the DW, to a deterministic equation for the DW mean square displacement (MSD). The solution of this equation is used to find also other relevant time correlation functions for the DW, such as its velocity autocorrelation function (VAF) or the time dependent diffusion coefficient. Their spectral densities are also calculated. The moving DW induces a detectable current. Although we calculate this current coming from the recent theory by Lucassen and Duine [4] , our results notably differ from the calculations by these authors. So, in their work the mean position of the DW and the resulting electric current do not depend on the time. However, if the wire is placed in a constant magnetic field, the studied problem is equivalent to that of a one-dimensional motion of a confined BP driven by an external force. The motion of the DW can be then considered as a motion of a particle in a potential well. The present contribution suggests a simple solution of this task. We have shown that due to the constant force acting on the DW its mean position is nonzero and changes with the time together with the current. We have found the full solution of this problem. The obtained solution is applied to finding the mean electric current induced by a field-driven DW. The results are illustrated by numerical calculations using the DW parameters corresponding to the experiment [2] .
DOMAIN WALL FLUCTUATIONS AND THE INDUCED CURRENT
The current induced by the DW motion is given by the expression where φ, x and λ are the DW chirality, position and width, respectively, and β is a phenomenological parameter [4] . For the derivation of this expression and the proportionality constant C in (1) see [6, 7] . Up to the linear order in time derivatives C depends on the conductivities of the majority and minority electrons, the length and cross-sectional area of the sample. In (1), the quantities x and φ are of stochastic nature. They obey the system of equations for the DW in a parabolic potential. The linearized (φ → 0 ) form of these equations iṡ
Here α denotes the Gilbert damping and K is the transverse-magnetic-anisotropy energy. It is assumed that the pinning force F pin that accounts for the irregularities in the material depends only on the DW position and is described by the potential that is quadratic in x. As a consequence of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [8] , the stochastic forces η i with zero mean that describe the thermal fluctuations are at different moments of time statistically independent,
, and their intensity is determined by the constant D = 4αk B T / N w , here we have corrected the numerical coefficient 2 (as given in [4] ) to 4, and k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and N w is the number of spins in the DW [4] .
If the random forces are not considered, from (2) and (3) the deterministic equations for the motion of DW can be derived. The equation for the DW coordinate,
corresponds to the equation of motion for a noisy harmonic oscillator [9] ,
where the influence of the thermal fluctuations has been already accounted for by the Langevin force f (t) [10] . The mass of the DW is m = 2 N w /Kλ 2 [2] , γ is the friction factor and ω 0 the oscillator frequency.
According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem, the spectrum (more exactly, the spectral density) of the fluctuating current is determined from the time correlation function I(t)I(t ′ ) as its Fourier transform [8, 11] . If (1) is inserted in this correlator with the use ofφ(t) from (3), one has to average the products
, and x(t)ẋ(t ′ ). Besides them, there will be products of the quantities x andẋ with the random force η and the term ∼ η(t)η(t ′ ), which, after the averaging, yields the delta function δ(t − t ′ ). The former products can be omitted since, due to very different time scales characterizing the changes of x(t),ẋ(t) and η(t), their statistical averages can be put to zero. We thus have to average
To do this, one can use the solution of the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density of the quantities x andẋ [12] . Here we apply a different very efficient method. Let us multiply (4a) (with the Langevin force on the right hand side) by x(t), then use the identity xẍ = d(xẋ)/dt −ẋ 2 , the statistical independence of x, x and f , and the equipartition theorem m ẋ 2 = k B T . Equation (4a) can be then rewritten as
If we now subtract the equation that follows from (4a) for the correlator x(t)x(0) , we obtain
where
2 is the MSD of the oscillator. For stationary random processes the last term on the left hand side of (4c) is equal to zero. We thus come to the Vladimirsky rule formulated long ago for more general conditions, including non-Markovian processes (the only restriction is the linearity of the process) [13] . The evident initial conditions for the ordinary differential equation (4c) are X(0) =Ẋ(0) = 0 . The solution of the final equation
for the conditions of the experiment [2] (when 1 − (2mω 0 /γ) 2 < 0 ), is for t > 0 we have, eg at T = 300 K, X(∞) = 5.1 × 10 −15 m 2 .
SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE INDUCED CURRENT
Using (7), other time correlation functions can be easily found, such as the VAF, which is not directly measured but is often searched for in computer simulations,
or the time-dependent diffusion coefficient D(t) =Ẋ(t)/2 . The measurable quantity is also the spectral density of the current, I
2 ω
. If we define the Fourier transformation of I(t) as
then, for the stationary random process [8]
It can be found without calculating the correlation functions (combinations of the velocity v =ẋ and position x of DW) in I(t)I(0) . This is because the spectral density of the current, I , that correspond to the correlation functions ẋ(t)ẋ(0) , x(t)x(0) , ẋ(t)x(0) , and x(t)ẋ(0) , respectively. Then
requires only the spectrum v
For the even extension of the VAF to t < 0 it is found from (7) and (8) in the compact form
After its substitution in (11) we directly obtain the spectrum of the current induced by the moving DW. This spectrum does not depend on whether the DW oscillates in the harmonic potential or its MSD only monotonically approaches the value 2k B T /(mω 2 0 ). At the frequency ω 0 the spectral density crosses the value D/4π ∼ T , which could be examined experimentally. Note that the obtained result significantly differs from that in [4] , found by a different method. As distinct from the approach used in [4] , our method is much simpler and allows for easy proving.
Finally, let us express the quantities entering the velocity spectrum (13) through the DW parameters. These parameters are obtained by comparison of the equation for the DW position (4) and the equation for the harmonic oscillator (4a). The mass of the DW is given above after (4a), and the friction constant and the oscillator frequency are
As to the parameters α and β , in the previous calculations [4] α from 0.01 to 0.1 and β/α = 0, 1 , and 2 were used as the values for typical materials. However, it follows from the experiment [2] that α should be much smaller. Indeed, for small α we have from (14) ω pin ≈ γ/(2αm) − K/ . To have the pinning potential positive, α should obey the inequality α < γ /(2mK), which is a value about 0.002 or smaller. We thus can use ω presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . The spectrum is normalized to C 2 , then shifted down by a constant D/4π and divided by 10
. Figure 2 demonstrates the spectrum for nonzero pinning potential. Figure 3 shows the spectrum at ω pin = 0 , when it is independent on β . In all the cases the dependence of I 2 ω on ω is very different from the calculations in [4] .
FIELD-DRIVEN MOTION OF DOMAIN WALLS
Let us now consider the case when the wire is placed in an external magnetic field. Then, if the field is parallel to the easy axis of the sample (z direction), (3) must be changed tȯ
ie, now it contains a term proportional to the field gB . As distinct from the work [4] , we take into account the pinning. Combining Eqs. (2) and (15), instead of (4a) the following equation of motion can be obtained for the DW having the position x t in the laboratory system
Here the new force F has been introduced,
Let us denote as x * the position of the DW with respect to the frame where the motion is determined by (16) without the random force f . The quantity x * is the solution of the deterministic equation
For the difference x(t) = x t (t) − x * (t) we have the equation mẍ + γẋ + mω
Instead of this stochastic equation we can immediately write (6) for the MSD of the DW position with respect to x * . It should be again solved with the conditions X(0) = X(0) = 0 . If the magnetic force F is turned on at the time t = 0 , analogous conditions take place for the position x * . Then the full MSD in the laboratory frame will be
(20) Since x(t) = x(t)−x * (t) = 0 , we have ẋ t =ẋ * , then φ = −αẋ * /λ − 2ω pin x * /λ + gµ B B/ and the averaged induced current is calculated from (1) as
Now the problem is fully formulated and what we need is just to complement the obtained Eqs. (20) and (21) with the solutions of (18) and (6) . The full MSD, calculated from (20), includes the influence of the external magnetic field
In the numerical calculations (Fig. 4) we used for B the Walker-breakdown field B w = αK/gµ B [4] and the temperature T = 333 K. The basic formula for the mean electric current I(t) induced by the translating and oscillating DW is (21). It contains the DW position functionẋ * (t), calculated in the same way as X(t) from (7), with only the change of the constant multiplier on the right to F/(mω
Using (21), we find
Due to the time dependence of the mean position (23), this result significantly differs from that found in [4] , where the averaged current is time-independent. The solution (24) is represented in Fig. 5 for the same parameters as in the previous graphs.
CONCLUSION
The present contribution comes from two recent achievements in the experimental and theoretical study of magnetic domain walls. First, coming from the representation of the DW as an object with particle-like properties, in the experiment [2] the mass of the DW has been determined. As to the theory, in the works by Lucassen, Duine and coauthors (see [4] and references therein) the thermal fluctuations of DWs were thoroughly described. We have joined these two approaches and considered the DW dynamics in a wire as a motion of a Brownian particle subjected to thermal noise. The studied DW is driven by the random Langevin force, damped by a Stokes-like friction force linearly depending on the velocity, and pinned by irregularities in the material. Using the theory [4] , the Langevin equation for such a particle has been obtained in the linear approximation. Due to the pinning the DW oscillates in a harmonic potential and in the presence of an external magnetic field this motion is driven by a constant force. The resulting stochastic equation has the same form as for a noisy harmonic oscillator. We have solved it by separating the DW motion in a deterministic part and a stochastic contribution to the displacement. The method of finding the stochastic contribution was borrowed from the statistical theory of the Brownian motion of particles. We believe that its efficiency was clearly demonstrated and the used approach could be useful in a number of related problems, not only in the dynamics of domain walls. By this way we calculated the mean position of the DW and the time correlation functions for the DW coordinate and velocity. In addition, the spectral densities of these functions and the mean electric current induced in the wire by the moving DW have been calculated. The obtained results notably differ from the previous calculations [4] . The main difference is in the time dependence of the induced current, which is not constant, as calculated in [4] . It shows a damped oscillatory behaviour and only for t → ∞ approaches a constant value. The presented results are easy to verify theoretically and they could be examined experimentally. It should be however noted that they are valid only for rigid DWs described by small chiralities φ. In the opposite case the nonlinear nature of the equations governing the DW motion makes our approach to the solution of the Langevin equation inapplicable. One possibility towards a progress in this class of problems is based on the Fokker-Planck equation for the probability density of the variables describing the DW motion. Currently, our attempts are oriented in this direction.
